
Pride And Joy Boogie
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Improver

Choreographer: Barry Durand (USA)
Music: Pride & Joy - Scooter Lee

SAILOR SHUFFLES POINT BALL TAP AND RECOVER
1 Start with left foot and cross behind right stepping on it
& Step to the side right on the ball of the right foot
2 Step in place left with the left slightly forward
3 Cross the right foot behind left stepping on it
& Step to the side left on the ball of the left foot
4 Step in place right with the right slightly forward and leave your body diagonal right corner
5 Point ball tap by pointing left foot side (toward the initial wall)
& Bring left foot slightly back while doing a low hop onto left
6 Cross right in front of left and tap (keep weight on left)
7 Hold
& Hop back on the right foot
8 Tap left together with right
By now your body has turned a quarter turn right (3:00) and you are facing the right wall. (the entire move
goes toward the initial wall till the ending position where a new wall occurs)

PUSH TURN (PIVOT) STEP AND BOOGIE WALKS
1 Push turn (stationary pivot) by stepping forward with the left foot
2 Leave right foot where it is and while turning ½ turn to the right (9:00) step on right foot
3 Step forward with the left while turning a ¼ turn right (12:00)
4 Kick right foot forward and slightly to the side
& Step quickly together with the ball of the right foot
5 Stepping slightly forward (on the outside edge of the left foot - almost like a press) with the

left keeping feet pretty close together and pressing with the inside edge of the ball of the right
foot and keeping your knees together, both knees move to the left with the right knee in the
crook of the left knee

6 Switch sides with the knees by repeating the same thing but stepping forward with the right
foot and knees to the right with left knee in crook of right knee

7-8 Repeat on left, repeat on right

SIDE SLIDE AND DRAG WITH SYNCOPATED CLAPS
1-2-3&4 Step on a diagonal forward and side with the left foot and drag the right foot slowly together

with the left. This takes 4 counts and you circle your right arm at the elbow and about waist
level 3 times to the right on 1-3, then clap twice quickly &4 (arm circle is optional) ending with
a tap on right foot together on 4

5-6-7&8 Then step on a diagonal forward and side with right foot and drag the left foot slowly together
to the right and repeat the arm circles to the left and clap twice on &8 ending with left tapped
together

PUSH TURN TWICE, CLAP, ¼ TURN LEFT WITH HEEL PUMPS
1 Step forward with left
2 Turn ½ turn (6:00) onto right
3 Step forward with left
4 Turn ½ turn (12:00) onto right
5 Bring left to right so feet are together and split weight and clap
6-8 Turn ¼ turn left (9:00) with heels lifting and pumping down into the floor
Feet stay together mostly with weight on right and left foot dragging a circle around the right foot
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